Lost and Found: Bespoke Memory Testing for Alzheimer’s Disease and Semantic Dementia
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Abstract. The neural network activated during Topographical Memory (TM) tasks in controls overlaps with the earliest affected regions in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) but not with those of Semantic Dementia (SD). This suggests that clinical TM tests could be more bespoke to neural dysfunction in early AD and therefore more sensitive and specific. We hypothesized that TM impairment would be characteristic of AD but not of SD making it useful both for early diagnosis and differential diagnosis. TM was assessed in 69 patients (22 mild AD, 15 SD, 32 with mild cognitive impairment (MCI)) and 35 controls, using three tasks: the four mountains test and two novel tests in a virtual town (the Virtual Route Learning Test (VRLT) and the Heading Orientation Test). AD patients were impaired on all TM tasks. The VRLT was the most discriminatory; had the highest correlation with caregiver reports of navigation problems; and correlated strongly with memory, attention/executive function, and to a lesser degree, visuospatial ability. In contrast, SD patients performed well on the TM battery only becoming abnormal with very advanced dementia and performance correlated exclusively with attention/executive function. The VRLT achieved 95% sensitivity and 94% specificity in discriminating AD patients from controls; at the same cut-off, 70% of MCI patients were impaired. When combined with either naming performance or global dementia severity, there was complete separation of AD from SD. The VRLT is ecologically valid, highly sensitive to early AD, and useful in discriminating AD from the non-Alzheimer dementia, SD.
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INTRODUCTION

Patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) get lost; this reflects a deficit in topographical memory (TM), defined as the ability to navigate to new locations and to remember the way to known places [1]. Functional imaging studies of navigation by healthy volunteers show activation in a reproducible network, including the medial temporal lobe (MTL), which may include the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), the retrosplenial cortex (RSC)/posterior cingulate (PC), the prefrontal cortex, and caudate nucleus [2–7].

There is considerable lesion evidence implicating the MTL in TM [8]. The PHG is considered important in scene perception [9,10], while the hippocampus is thought to be necessary for spatial memory [11]; for maintaining representations of a cognitive map [12, 13]; in route-learning [14] and in navigation [15,16]. Similarly, although cases are sparse, RSC/PC lesions have been linked to TM impairments in humans [17–20] (for a review, see [21]).

The navigational network revealed in fMRI studies, and the distribution of focal lesions causing TM im-
pairment, are homologous with the landscape of early degeneration in AD. The earliest hypometabolic region in AD is the RSC/PC [22,23]. MTL atrophy is an established feature of AD [24], and, at the prodromal stage of AD (i.e., in patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) who later progressed to AD), there is significant and comparable atrophy of the hippocampus and RSC/PC [25,26]. Given the degree of overlap between the navigational network and the earliest affected areas in AD, it has been hypothesized that TM impairment would be a highly sensitive marker of early AD [27]. This possibility has already been indicated in a single case of very early AD who presented with progressive TM and word-finding difficulties [28].

Ecologically, 25% of AD patients experience TM impairment at presentation, and 50% of patients will develop TM impairment within three years, according to caregiver reports [29]. Caregiver reports may underestimate the magnitude of TM impairment, however, as patients may compensate by restricting themselves to over-learned routes. For instance, anecdotal clinical observation suggests that caregivers often first become aware of a memory problem when patients fail to learn new routes in unfamiliar environments, such as on holiday. TM is not routinely tested in the clinic, and conventional tests of visuospatial ability, memory, or even pen-and-paper tests purported to assess TM, such as the Porteus maze, Money Road Map, and “stepping-stone” tests, lack validity for real-world TM ability [30]. Indeed, some patients with real-world TM impairment can apparently perform normally on such tests [1,31].

Real-world TM tasks, on the other hand, do have ecological validity for this domain [30]. With quantitative assessment of TM ability, beyond symptom reporting, studies of real-world ability such as route-learning in a hospital lobby [31], have reported objective TM impairment in patients with AD [32,33] and MCI [27,34,35]. While these methods are useful for research, they are impractical in a clinical neuropsychology setting and performance cannot be compared directly between centers because each testing environment is unique. More recently, navigational paradigms in virtual environments, whose advantage is that they can be applied in different places, have been shown to reflect real-world TM abilities [36], and have been used successfully in the elderly [4]. Virtual navigation studies to date have shown anterograde TM impairment in AD but not MCI patients [36], and navigational impairments associated with MTL damage, particularly on the right [15,16].

Another important potential application of clinical TM testing is in differential diagnosis. Patients with Semantic Dementia (SD), the temporal variant of frontal-temporal dementia (FTD) [37], are often misdiagnosed with AD. Similar to AD, patients and caregivers frequently report the primary symptom as being a “memory problem” (albeit memory for names and word meanings if asked to elaborate) and they perform poorly on standard verbal memory tests such as word-list learning [38,39] or story recall [40]. Furthermore, patients with AD develop semantic memory impairment as the disease evolves [40]. As such, the two disorders can appear to merge together if the assessment is not focused on the relative impairments and strengths of each cognitive profile. TM assessment could be particularly useful in this setting because clinical observation suggests that patients with SD often have preserved navigational abilities even at advanced stages. There are two case reports assessing TM in SD: the first showed intact TM in spite of impaired anterograde non-verbal memory (delayed recall of the Rey Complex Figure (RCF)) [41] while the other showed normal TM despite impaired verbal and non-verbal memory impairment [42] – both patients had asymmetrical, left-predominant temporal lobe atrophy. In addition, patients with FTD have been shown to have normal performance in the Four Mountains test, a test of short-term TM, whereas AD and MCI patients were impaired [43]. These findings suggest that a double dissociation between semantic knowledge and TM may have potential to reliably discriminate between AD and SD.

In summary, recent findings from functional imaging studies of healthy subjects performing TM tasks, and of the neural landscape of early AD, suggest a convergence of both onto a common neural network involving MTL and retrosplenial regions. Therefore, like DeIpolyi et al. [27] and Bird et al. [43], we hypothesized that these observations might translate to TM being particularly useful and sensitive in the clinical assessment of early AD. Secondly, we hypothesized that when contrasted to semantic memory, TM performance may have a specific role in the differential diagnosis of AD and SD. TM was assessed with a variety of recently developed tests as well as with two novel virtual navigation tasks (the virtual route learning test (VRLT) and the heading orientation test (HOT)), using a virtual environment previously employed in cognitive neuroscience experiments [15,16]. These tests were chosen to assess the various functions of TM, namely memory for large-scale allocentric space memory (Four Mountains test), route learning (VRLT) and heading orientation (HOT), also known as “dead reckoning”. The VRLT, in particular, was designed to be an ecologically valid, graded clinical test of TM.
Table 1

Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MCI</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>F (df)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, M:F</td>
<td>18:14</td>
<td>12:10</td>
<td>10:5</td>
<td>17:18</td>
<td>χ²(3)  = 1.43</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>71.0 (5.1)</td>
<td>67.7 (6.9)</td>
<td>64.9 (7.7)</td>
<td>68.7 (5.6)</td>
<td>3.65 (3,100) = 0.02*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, years</td>
<td>13.6 (3.1)</td>
<td>12.0 (2.7)</td>
<td>12.4 (2.6)</td>
<td>13.5 (2.5)</td>
<td>2.05 (3,100) = 0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration, years</td>
<td>4.4 (2.6)</td>
<td>5.8 (2.4)</td>
<td>4.8 (2.4)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.02 (2,66) = 0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY: M = Male, F = Female, F = ANOVA statistic, df = degrees of freedom, N/A = Not Applicable.
All values are presented as mean (standard deviation). * Post hoc pairwise comparison shows that MCI are significantly older than SD only.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Sixty-nine patients were recruited from the Cambridge Memory Clinic: 32 with MCI [44], 22 with probable mild-to-moderate AD according to NINCDS-ADRDA criteria [45], and 15 diagnosed with SD according to consensus criteria [37,46].

Thirty-five controls were also recruited. All controls were screened to exclude neurological or major psychiatric illness; all performed normally on the Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination-Revised (ACE-R) [47] and none reported any memory symptoms. All subjects had visual acuity better than 6/12 on the Snellen chart, plus absence of alcohol, illicit drug, or sedative (e.g., benzodiazepine) use. None of the subjects reported prior experience with first-person computer games or virtual environments. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study was approved by the Local Regional Ethics Committee and conducted in accord with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975.

Table 1 shows that all groups were matched for gender, education, and disease duration, but the MCI patients were older than the SD patients.

MCI definition and sub-classification

MCI is a concept designed to identify patients at the earliest stage of AD; however, although many patients thus classified do have prodromal AD, some have non-AD pathology or no neurodegenerative pathology at all. MCI was defined by the presence of informant-corroborated memory complaints in patients who had preserved activities of daily living; absence of dementia and an Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE) score > 23/30; but with objective evidence of cognitive impairment (worse than 1.5 SD below control mean) on any neuropsychological test from a detailed battery used in a previous longitudinal MCI study [48]. Based on scores from this battery, 14 patients had pure amnestic MCI – impairment in the memory domain only (aMCI); 15 patients had so-called multi-domain MCI (mdMCI, also known as “amnestic-plus” MCI, [49]) – memory test impairment plus impairment in a non-memory domain; 3 patients had non-amnestic MCI (naMCI) – impairment only in a non-memory domain.

Left versus right temporal lobe predominant SD

It has been recently suggested that right temporal lobe predominant SD may be a separate FTD subtype, with predominant way-finding symptoms compared to left temporal lobe SD [50]. In our study, visual inspection of coronal T1-weighted MRI scans at the level of the temporal lobes indicated that of the 15 SD patients, 11 had predominantly left temporal lobe atrophy, three had predominantly right atrophy and one had symmetrical temporal lobe atrophy.

Neuropsychological assessment

Novel tests of navigation. Novel tests of navigation were developed in-house using first-person three-dimensional virtual town software (which has been adapted from a computer game) [15,16]. These tests were administered using a Dell Latitude D820 laptop with an Intel Core Duo processor (2.6 GHz), 1 GB RAM and 15.4” screen, and navigation was performed using an Attack™ 3 Logitech joystick.

Virtual Route-learning test (VRLT). At first, the subjects were introduced to the town environment by asking them to navigate, using the joystick, along a predefined practice route by following a set of arrows on the ground that pointed the way. At the outset, the main landmark, an obvious black and yellow cinema billboard was pointed out, as well as the fact that the central junction, where the cinema is located, would be the starting point for all learning trials (see Supplemental Fig. 1; available online: http://www.j-alz.com/issues/21/vol21-4.html#supplementarydata03). It
should be noted that this familiarization phase took place in the test environment (the same virtual town) but that all participants (patients and controls) received exactly the same amount of exposure by following the arrow-marked practice route.

After familiarization with joystick use, four routes of increasing complexity were sequentially shown to the subject: the subject navigated by following the administrator’s verbal directions (“go forward”, “turn left”, etc.) as well as visual pointers. The administrator gave as much help as necessary to the subjects in order for them to complete the routes under his instruction, except that, apart from pointing out the cinema, names of potential landmarks that might provide a verbal advantage to the subject (e.g., bar, arcade, underground station, karaoke, etc.) were avoided. When names had to be used, they were of non-unique items, e.g., door. At the end of the route, the examiner took control of the joystick and navigated back to the starting point, along pre-defined routes. The subject was then asked to perform the same route from memory. If a subject made a mistake during recollection of the route, the trial was terminated. The administrator navigated back to the beginning of the route, and, with the subject navigating, showed the route again, before asking the subject to re-attempt it. The first route was very simple, requiring a single left turn; subsequent routes were of increasing complexity: routes two, three and four involved six, seven and nine turns respectively. The latter routes were designed to exceed the spatial span of elderly subjects [51], thus requiring supraspan learning that would be more sensitive to impairments in AD patients. See Appendix A for the route plans.

The number of trials (maximum of six) that were re-
quired before successful completion of a route (errors to criterion) was recorded. If a subject failed to learn a given route (six erroneous trials), the test was terminated and no further routes were attempted. The subject’s score was equal to the total number of errors incurred over all four routes. As the test may have been terminated before all routes were attempted, an adjusted score was calculated, by assuming that if the subject failed a given route, he or she would fail all subsequent routes as well (as they are more complex), and therefore incur six errors for each unattempted route. For example, a subject who performed the first route flawlessly (no errors), but then failed the second route (six errors), would end the test and the total adjusted score would be 18 (0+6+6+6).

Heading-orientation test (HOT). After the VRLT, the subject was introduced to the HOT. The cinema was again emphasized as the important landmark. Using the same starting point as before, where the cinema is in view (Supplemental Fig. 1), the subject was instructed to navigate (as before, with the subject using the joystick and the administrator giving instructions) to seven predetermined locations in the town and face a specific direction. At each of these locations, the subject was then asked to indicate the direction of the landmark (the cinema), with a forced choice of four cardinal egocentric points (ahead, behind, to the left, or to the right). Note that the subject was unable to see the cinema from the new location. Before beginning the task, the subject was asked to demonstrate understanding by indicating the egocentric direction of the cinema billboard after a single 90° right turn from the starting point. After each exemplar, the subject was returned to the starting point by the examiner and the subject navigated to the next location under the administrator’s guidance. There were seven exemplars in this task, and the subjects scored one point per correct answer.

The Four Mountains Test [52]. This is a paper-based test has been described in detail before [43,53] and will only be summarized here. The spatial perception and short-term memory subtests were administered, which both comprise 15 four-alternative forced-choice test items, and performance is measured as the total number of correct items. Both subtests were preceded by three practice examples where feedback was given.

The Four Mountains-Place Perception (4M-PP) subtest employs a concurrent match-to-sample test format (Supplementary Fig. 2). The sample image shows a computer-generated landscape containing four mountains. Below the sample image are 4 landscapes (the target and 3 foils). The target shows the same topographical layout of the 4 mountains as in the sample image but seen from a different viewpoint (viewpoint shift was variable and in the range 15–90 degrees). The foils show a different topographical layout of the same mountains or different mountains altogether. Both the target and the foils are rendered under different lighting conditions and with different colored vegetation so that the task can be solved only on the basis of the topography of the landscapes (supplementary Fig. 2). For each test item, if no response was made within 30 s, the participant was asked to guess.

The Four Mountains-Place Memory (4M-PM) subtest, was always administered after the 4M-PP subtest. The procedure for the 4M-PM subtest, including how the materials were generated, was essentially the same as for the 4M-PP task except that it employed a 3-s delayed match-to-sample format. Thus, for each test item, the sample image was shown in isolation for 12 s. After a 3-s delay, the subject was shown the target and 3 foil images. Again, for each test item, if no response was made within 30 s, the participant was required to guess.

Standard neuropsychological assessment. A standard neuropsychological assessment was performed for each subject, as per a previously published protocol [48]. This included: the MMSE [53]; ACE-R [47]; the National Adult Reading Test (NART) [54]; the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) [55]; the Paired-Associates Learning test (PAL) [56]; the RCF copy and recall [55,57]; three elements of the Visual Object and Space Perception battery [58] (Position Discrimination, Number Location and Cube Counting) (VOSP-PD, -NL and -CC); the Position of Gap test from the Birmingham Object Recognition Battery [59] (BORB-PG); the Trail Making tests A and B [60]; and the Graded Naming Test (GNT) [61]. The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) [62] and the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [63] were used to assess affective symptoms. Note that wherever mention of the RAVLT is made, this refers to the 30 minute delayed recall score of list A (i.e., RAVLT A30).

A caregiver-based questionnaire was administered to probe topographical disorientation symptoms in the patient groups. This was modified from existing scales and questionnaires [29,64], see Appendix B. Caregivers of patients who were not independently mobile were not asked to fill this in, as these patients would not be able to demonstrate their TM abilities. The questionnaire included 19 questions probing for TM symptoms, graded 1 to 5 for frequency or severity and a final question asking the caregiver to assess the duration of way-finding difficulties.
**Statistical analyses**

Statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software package GraphPad Prism version 5.00 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA) and SPSS, version 15.0.

**Univariate analyses.** Univariate analyses by group (MCI, AD, SD, and controls) were performed using parametric methods (one-way ANOVA, with post hoc Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons) where all data were normally distributed. If any group violated normality assumptions, by failing to pass a normality test (α = 0.05), then a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed, and post hoc pair wise comparisons were performed using Dunn’s multiple comparisons correction. If a significant group effect was not found, then no post hoc tests were performed.

**ROC analyses.** The diagnostic accuracy of TM and conventional tests was assessed using ROC curves, performed between AD patients and controls and between SD and AD patients.

**Correlations.** In order to explore the possible cognitive underpinning of TM performance in AD and SD, correlations were undertaken between TM scores and cognitive measures of verbal and non-verbal memory, visuospatial ability and attention/executive function, using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (or Spearman’s ρ, if the data were not normally distributed). For these analyses, the mdMCI group (n = 15) and AD group (n = 22) were combined to form a single group of likely AD patients (n = 37) so as to increase the spread of scores thereby minimizing floor effects and rendering the data more distributed for correlation analyses. The rationale for including mdMCI, but not the other MCI groups, was based on prior work showing that (i) mdMCI patients are highly likely to have prodromal AD; (ii) pure aMCI are a more het-
RESULTS

Tolerability of TM tasks

The number of subjects who were able to complete the novel tasks is shown in Table 2. In the computer-generated navigational tasks, two MCI and two control subjects (3.8%) could not complete the VRLT due to nausea from perceived motion (optic flow); an additional two MCI and three SD patients experienced nausea in the HOT, causing termination of the test. All subjects (including the SD patients) understood the VRLT and no dexterity or joystick manipulation problems were found. The HOT was more difficult to explain, and two SD patients could not complete it for this reason; the most impaired SD patient was also unable to understand the Four Mountains task.

Univariate analyses

The univariate results for each test are presented in Table 3. Figure 1 illustrates the TM results. Only the VOSP-PD test failed to detect any differences between groups. In all other tests, the AD group performed poorly. The SD group, on the other hand, showed no difference from controls in Trails A and B and all
visuospatial tasks (VOSP-NL, -CC, BORB-PG, PAL, RCF Copy and Recall). Most importantly, there was no difference between SD and controls in any of the TM tasks. The SD patients performed poorly, as expected, in the GNT, NART (because of surface dyslexia), and RAVLT.

The MCI group was impaired in verbal (RA VLT) and non-verbal memory (RCF Recall, PAL), including TM tests (VRLT, 4M-PP, and 4M-PM), but not in any basic visuospatial tests. As a group, they were also impaired on the GNT and Trails B. Examining the MCI subgroup performance on the TM tasks, VRLT performance was impaired in the mdMCI and aMCI (p < 0.0001 for both compared to controls) but not in the naMCI; HOT performance was not impaired in any MCI subset; 4M-PP and 4M-PM was impaired only in the mdMCI subgroup (p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 respectively) (see Table 4).

The mood questionnaires showed that the AD and SD patients were mildly depressed compared to controls, but there were no differences between AD and SD. There were no differences between groups in terms of anxiety endorsements.

### The diagnostic accuracy of TM

The diagnostic value of the TM tests on an individual patient basis was assessed using ROC curves. The TM tasks were highly accurate in AD versus controls (area under the curve > 0.8 for all tests). However, the VRLT task had the best potential as a diagnostic test (area under the curve = 0.99) (Fig. 2). The ROC curves of the conventional memory tests are illustrated for comparison in Fig. 3.

---

### Table 3

Univariate analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MCI</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>F(df)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Univariate analyses</th>
<th>MCI vs. C</th>
<th>AD vs. C</th>
<th>SD vs. C</th>
<th>AD vs. SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global cognition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>29.28</td>
<td>H = 69.2</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE–R</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (3.5)</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NART IQ</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>102.9</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>113.1</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>H = 3.97</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNT</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>H = 100</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>3.100</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive function</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails A</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>3 (4.100)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails B</td>
<td>156.6</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>4 (4.6)</td>
<td>H = 41.2</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>10 (9–10)</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visuospatial function</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOSP-PD</td>
<td>20 (19–20)</td>
<td>20 (18.5–20)</td>
<td>20 (20–20)</td>
<td>20 (20–20)</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOSP-NL</td>
<td>10 (9–10)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10 (9–10)</td>
<td>10 (9–10)</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOSP-CA</td>
<td>10 (9–10)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>10 (9–10)</td>
<td>10 (10–10)</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORB-PG</td>
<td>35.9 (2.4)</td>
<td>33.5 (3.1)</td>
<td>37.7 (1.5)</td>
<td>36.2 (2.1)</td>
<td>10 (3.100)</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>10 (10–10)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCF Copy</td>
<td>31.7 (5.0)</td>
<td>23.7 (10.4)</td>
<td>33.6 (3.0)</td>
<td>35 (33–36)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCF Recall</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0 (0–3.5)</td>
<td>13.2 (6.6)</td>
<td>17.3 (5.8)</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAL</td>
<td>28.3 (21.2)</td>
<td>44.5 (21.0)</td>
<td>14.9 (15.7)</td>
<td>4 (2–11)</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT</td>
<td>0 (0–2)</td>
<td>0 (0–1)</td>
<td>1.9 (2.7)</td>
<td>8.6 (2.8)</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topographical Memory</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRLT</td>
<td>11.0 (6.3)</td>
<td>15.1 (6.3)</td>
<td>4.4 (7)</td>
<td>1 (1–2)</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>4.1 (1.9)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>4.2 (1.9)</td>
<td>4.7 (1.7)</td>
<td>9.7 (3.86)</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PP</td>
<td>10.3 (2.7)</td>
<td>8.3 (2.4)</td>
<td>12.5 (2.1)</td>
<td>12.1 (2.2)</td>
<td>12.0 (3.87)</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PM</td>
<td>7.9 (1.9)</td>
<td>6.6 (2.6)</td>
<td>10.1 (2.2)</td>
<td>9.8 (1.8)</td>
<td>11.4 (3.84)</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mood</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS</td>
<td>1 (1–3.5)</td>
<td>4.0 (2.8)</td>
<td>5.7 (2.8)</td>
<td>0 (0–2)</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS-D</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.9 (1.5)</td>
<td>4.4 (2.8)</td>
<td>1 (1–2)</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS-A</td>
<td>4.6 (3.1)</td>
<td>5.6 (2.6)</td>
<td>5.7 (3.6)</td>
<td>4.4 (2.9)</td>
<td>1.2 (3.98)</td>
<td>H = 3.100</td>
<td>4 (4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: C = Controls, F = ANOVA statistic, df = degrees of freedom, H = Kruskal-Wallis statistic, N/A = not applicable. MMSE = Mini Mental State. Examination, ACE–R = Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination – Revised, NART = National Adult Reading Test, GNT = Graded Naming Test, VOSP-PD = Visual Object and Space Perception – Position Discrimination, -NL = Number Location, -CA = Cube Analysis, BORB-PG = Birmingham Object Recognition Battery – Position of Gap, RCF = Rey Complex Figure, PAL = Paired Associates Learning, RAVLT = Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, VRT = Virtual Route Learning Test, HOT = Heading Orientation Test, 4M-PP = Four Mountains – Place. Perception, -PM = Place Memory, GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale, HADS-A = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale – Anxiety, -D = Depression. Values are means (standard deviation), except where # = non-Gaussian distribution, and therefore they are medians (25th–75th centiles).

p values: **** < 0.0001, *** < 0.001, ** < 0.01, * < 0.05, NS = Non-significant, † = multiple comparisons correction.
Tests of verbal memory (e.g., RAVLT) are expected to be sensitive for AD, but not specific, as patients with SD are also impaired in this ability, while TM was predicted to discriminate between AD and SD; therefore, ROC curves of AD versus SD were performed to determine which test impairments were specific to AD. As predicted, and illustrated in Fig. 4(c), verbal memory did not discriminate AD from SD, while non-verbal memory measures were much more successful. At a cut-off $\geq 6$ errors, the VRLT has a sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 80% (area under the curve = 93%) for discriminating AD from SD (Fig. 4). The HOT, 4M-PP and 4M-PM areas under the curve were 82%, 92%, and 85% respectively, further demonstrating that the domain of TM (and not only the VRLT) is a good discriminator between AD and SD.

The double dissociation between semantic and topographical memory in AD and SD could be captured by summing the GNT correct score and VRLT error score for each AD and SD patient. This composite score completely separated the two groups (SD mean = 5.1, Range = 1–17; AD mean = 31.6, range = 19–42; unpaired t-test $p < 0.0001$).

**VRLT as a function of global cognitive performance and details of two outliers**

Examination of individual subjects’ TM scores (Fig. 1) indicated that the VRLT was the most discriminative task. As the cognitive profile of degenerative dementias is also a function of stage and not just pathological type, and the SD patients in this study spanned a far wider range of dementia severity, the results of
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Univariate analyses of TM tasks by MCI subgroup</th>
<th>aMCI</th>
<th>mdMCI</th>
<th>naMCI</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>F (df)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Pairwise comparisons†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VRLT</td>
<td>14.5 (5.8–18)#</td>
<td>10.4 (6.3)</td>
<td>3.5 (2–5)#</td>
<td>1 (1–2)#</td>
<td>H(4) = 42.6</td>
<td>**** *** ** NS NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>4.5 (2.3–6)#</td>
<td>3.5 (2–5.5)#</td>
<td>4.5 (4–5)#</td>
<td>5 (3–6)#</td>
<td>H(4) = 2.1</td>
<td>NS  NS NS NS NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PP</td>
<td>11.2 (2.9)</td>
<td>9.3 (2.2)</td>
<td>10 (7–13)#</td>
<td>12.5 (11–13)#</td>
<td>H(4) = 10.8 *</td>
<td>NS ** NS NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PM</td>
<td>8.8 (1.8)</td>
<td>6.8 (1.8)</td>
<td>9 (7–9)#</td>
<td>10 (8–11)#</td>
<td>H(4) = 17.0 ***</td>
<td>NS *** NS NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: C = Controls, F = ANOVA statistic, df = degrees of freedom, H = Kruskal-Wallis statistic, N/A = not applicable.
Values are means (standard deviation), except where # = non-Gaussian distribution, and therefore they are medians (25th–75th centile).
p values: **** < 0.0001, *** < 0.001, ** < 0.01, * < 0.05, NS = Non-significant, † = with multiple comparisons correction.

Fig. 5. In both graphs, the control range lies below the horizontal dashed line. JD is the SD outlier, while KM is the AD outlier. A) VRLT errors by group. Notice that KM lies in the normal range and JD is as impaired as AD subjects. B) VRLT errors by ACE-R score. The oblique solid line intersecting the dashed line delineates the SD patients: AD patients performing at the same level as SD patients have much higher ACE-R scores.

the VRLT were plotted against global cognitive function as measured by the ACE-R (Fig. 5b). Using a VRLT cut-off score of > 5 errors (5 errors was the worst control performance) to define abnormality, one patient diagnosed with AD scored in the control range with only three errors (KM) (Fig. 5). Three SD cases scored outside this control range (Fig. 5a), though these patients were at a more advanced stage of global impairment as defined by the ACE-R than any of the AD group (Fig. 5b). Nevertheless, one of these patients (JD) scored 17 errors which makes him an outlier, according to Chauvenet’s criterion, from the remainder of the SD group ($z = -2.8$ compared to whole SD group); this score was also worse than the mean for the AD group.

These two outliers were therefore investigated further to assess whether they represented a failure of the VRLT to discriminate groups or whether they had been clinically misdiagnosed – this included review of their structural imaging; $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) in JD; and amyloid PET imaging with $^{11}$C-Pittsburg compound-B (PIB). Patient JD, a 71 year-old, right-handed male, had presented with a semantic syndrome seven years prior to testing and was diagnosed with SD. His MRI scan at the time of diagnosis showed bilateral, asymmetric, left-predominant temporal lobe atrophy, but this was qualitatively different from SD cases due to FTD pathology [67], in that there was relative preservation of the inferior temporal cortex (Fig. 6a). The FDG-PET showed severe hypometabolism of the left temporal lobe (consistent with his semantic syndrome) (Fig. 6b), but also showed hypometabolism of posterior parietal association cortex more consistent with AD pathology (Fig. 6c). The PIB-PET imaging revealed cortical amyloid plaque tracer binding indicative of AD pathology (Fig. 6d). In summary, imaging data offered strong evidence that this patient was either a false-positive diagnosis of SD (semantic syndrome due to AD pathology) or has dual pathology.
The other anomalous patient, KM, was a 58 year-old, right-handed female, who presented four years previously with memory complaints. She scored 28/30 and 78/100 on the MMSE and ACE-R respectively, and showed poor verbal and non-verbal memory recall and recognition, including famous faces; her RCF copy was also poor. Her initial MRI suggested possible mild right hippocampal atrophy (Fig. 6e). She met criteria for MCI. Within 18 months, her husband reported further deterioration in her memory. Her MMSE dropped to 21/30 and her ACE-R to 70/100. She was diagnosed with probable AD and started on donepezil. Within three months of starting donepezil, a marked improvement was seen: MMSE and ACE-R improved to 26/30 and 86/100 respectively and then to 29/30 and 87/100 six months later. Over the last 18 months, bi-annual neuropsychological and MRI assessment revealed no change (Fig. 6f). She did not undergo FDG-PET scanning due to diabetes mellitus. A PIB study was negative for cortical amyloid binding (Fig. 6g); in other words, not consistent with AD pathology. In light of the normal imaging and subsequent improvement and then stabilization of cognitive performance, the early apparent decline was likely to have represented a pseudodementia.

Relationship of TM to general neuropsychological performance and demographic factors

The two outliers described above were excluded from the correlation analyses. As described above, the AD group included AD and mdMCI patients. In this expanded AD group, VRLT and HOT tests correlated with non-verbal memory (PAL, RCF Recall), visuospatial ability (RCF Copy, BORB-PG, and VOSP-NL) and executive function (Trails B). As expected, the 4M-PP (non-memory condition) did not correlate with verbal or non-verbal memory tests, but was correlated with visuospatial and executive tests; the 4M-PM test did not correlate with any conventional task in AD (see Table 5 for details).

In SD, there was a strong correlation of the VRLT and 4M-PP test with Trails B, most notably the VRLT ($R = 0.87$). This remained significant even when the most impaired subject was removed from the analysis ($p < 0.05$, $R = 0.68$). Trails B did not correlate with any other tests in SD. Although the VRLT correlated with Trails B in the AD group as well, the correlation was weaker than in SD, and not exclusive, as the VRLT correlated with non-verbal skills and memory as well.

The effects of gender, age, education, and mood on TM performance were assessed using normal controls (see the e-supplement for details).
Table 5
TM test correlations in disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mdMCI/AD</th>
<th>VRLT</th>
<th>PAL</th>
<th>RCF Copy</th>
<th>RCF Recall</th>
<th>Trails B</th>
<th>VOSP-NL</th>
<th>BORB-PG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VRLT</td>
<td>-0.18#</td>
<td>0.58**</td>
<td>-0.45**</td>
<td>-0.54#**</td>
<td>0.62**</td>
<td>-0.48**</td>
<td>-0.44##</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>0.12#</td>
<td>-0.58##</td>
<td>0.15#</td>
<td>0.56##</td>
<td>-0.53##</td>
<td>0.43##</td>
<td>0.37##</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PP</td>
<td>0.14#</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.51**</td>
<td>0.08#</td>
<td>-0.39##</td>
<td>0.40##</td>
<td>0.51##</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PM</td>
<td>0.22#</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.04#</td>
<td>-0.14#</td>
<td>0.26#</td>
<td>0.09#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRLT</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.46*</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.87**</td>
<td>0.11#</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>-0.72*</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.75*</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.14#</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PP</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.50*</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.61*</td>
<td>0.24#</td>
<td>0.58*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4M-PM</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.62**</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY: All values are Pearson R coefficients, except where # indicates non-Gaussian distribution and Spearman $\rho$ is reported instead. * $p$ (1-tailed) $< 0.05$, ** $p$ (1-tailed) $< 0.01$.

Table 6
TM tests correlate with carers’ reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R$^2$</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms vs. VRLT</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms vs. HOT</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms vs. 4M-PM</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY: # = non-Gaussian distribution, Spearman $\rho$ performed.

Ecological validity

The total sum of way-finding symptoms scored by severity and frequency, as reported in the caregiver-based questionnaire, was correlated with the TM tasks in all three patient groups (MCI, AD, and SD). All TM tests significantly correlated with caregivers’ reports of symptoms, with the VRLT having the highest correlation (Table 6).

DISCUSSION

The present study confirmed the main two hypotheses: AD patients were impaired on TM tasks, while the SD patients were relatively unimpaired. All TM tasks (VRLT, HOT, and Four Mountains) achieved diagnostic accuracies of over 80% in distinguishing AD from controls, with the VRLT providing the best separation (area under the curve = 99%). The conventional verbal and non-verbal memory tests employed (PAL, delayed recall of RAVLT, and RCF) also achieved very high accuracy levels in discriminating AD versus controls (area under the curve: 98.4, 98.7, and 99.7% respectively). The specificity of TM impairment was demonstrated in distinguishing AD from SD: the VRLT achieved high accuracy again (area under curve = 93%), together with other topographical tests (HOT, 4M-PP, and 4M-PM, area under curve 82, 92, and 85% respectively), and non-verbal memory assessments (PAL and delayed RCF recall, area under curve 89 and 98% respectively), but verbal memory offered poor specificity (RAVLT, area under curve = 68.0%) consistent with previous findings [40]. Although delayed RCF recall was also very good at discriminating AD from SD, the VRLT had certain advantages: absence of a delayed recall condition made it faster to administer and obviated the need for ‘filler’ tests between copy and delayed recall phases. Furthermore, administration of delayed RCF recall can be problematic in patients with severe semantic impairment because, after 30 min, some cannot understand that they need to draw the figure again. In this cohort, the most impaired SD patient (ACE-R = 25) could not perform the delayed task for this reason, yet was able to complete all four VRLT routes (albeit with 11 errors). Finally, while the VRLT identified KM as performing normally, this subject was impaired on delayed RCF recall.

The VRLT was designed to be a graded clinical test that simulated real-world navigation. After exclusion of the two outliers, the VRLT achieved 100% accuracy in detecting AD from controls and 86% sensitivity and 100% specificity in distinguishing AD from SD. It was the most ecologically valid of the TM tests studied, as measured by correlations with the caregiver-based questionnaire of TM symptoms. The virtual environment tests (VRLT and HOT) correlated with non-verbal memory and executive function and to a lesser extent with visuospatial ability (Table 4). Features of the VRLT such as its graded design, emphasis on supra-span learning and ecological validity with real-world navigational ability may be the reasons for its diagnostic accuracy. The task was easy to understand and execute using the joystick, despite an absence of prior computer game experience in any subject; however, a small percentage of subjects experienced motion sickness, a side effect noted previously in virtual environments [16], presumably caused by the mismatch of...
expected (virtual motion caused by optic flow) versus actual motion (subjects are static).

The only other study of virtual navigation in MCI \((n = 12)\) failed to show differences between MCI and age-matched controls; the authors suggested the heterogeneity of MCI as a potential explanation [36]. In contrast, using a larger MCI sample, we found group impairment on the VRLT and Four Mountains tests, though some individual patients were within the normal range. Longitudinal evidence of decline is necessary to confirm that MCI status is due to AD, however, at the time of writing, there has been insufficient follow-up time and therefore predictive diagnostic accuracies in this MCI group were not assessed. Given the high degree of separation of AD from controls by the VRLT, it is plausible that the MCI patients who are impaired on this test will progress to clinical AD. Consistent with this interpretation, it was notable that impairment in the mdMCI sub-group – who from prior knowledge are highly likely to have incipient AD – was most significant and involved both VRLT and 4M-PM, whereas in pure aMCI, impairment only involved the VRLT and in naMCI (albeit only 3 cases) neither test was significantly impaired. Longitudinal assessment is underway to establish the positive and negative predictive values of the VRLT in MCI.

The SD group performance on the VRLT was similar to controls, although three individuals showed impairment using the cut-off of \(\geq 5\) errors. One of these was an outlier from the SD group and, in fact, incurred a slightly higher error score than the AD mean. Further investigations were, however, consistent with Alzheimer pathology, most notably a positive PIB-PET scan indicating amyloid deposition. This illustrates the potential use of this test in difficult cases though this, of course, can only be definitively verified in a prospective study in which a large group have pathology confirmation. The remaining two SD patients with \(> 5\) errors were at a far more advanced stage of global decline – in a plot of the VRLT error score against global function as measured by the ACE-R (Fig. 5B), these SD cases did not overlap with the AD cluster. As predicted, summing GNT score and VRLT error score also achieved 100% separation of SD from AD emphasizing the clinical utility of contrasting naming with navigation in differential diagnosis of these two disorders; this finding highlights a broader principle that neuropsychological differential diagnosis in dementia depends on the pattern of strengths and weaknesses rather than just documenting impairments. After exclusion of the misdiagnosed patient (JD), there was high correlation of the VRLT with Trails B time in SD \((R^2 = 0.75)\), while Trails B in turn did not correlate with any other cognitive test, suggesting that this impairment was not due to global dementia or, more specifically, to memory dysfunction but, rather, related to attention/executive dysfunction, as captured by the Trails B test. An executive contribution to navigation has been noted in healthy elderly [4,68] and a case report of AD [69], but has never been examined in an SD cohort before. The correlation indicates that when errors in virtual navigation start to emerge in SD, they have a qualitatively different neural explanation from the true learning impairment seen in AD. This correlation in SD (part of the FTD spectrum) was not surprising given that, with advancing disease, additional frontal lobe degeneration would not be unexpected.

The preservation of topographical memory in SD raises the issue of laterality of temporal lobe involvement in TM. Many studies have shown greater right MTL dependence for spatial (object location) memory [11,70,71] and TM [8,16]. Furthermore, 65% of patients with right temporal lobe atrophy studied by Chan et al. [50] were reported to have way-finding symptoms, although it should be noted that TM was not objectively assessed and the clinical phenotype or disease pathology was not taken into account; in fact, one of the two patients who came to necropsy had dementia with Lewy bodies in that series. Therefore, one potential explanation might be that TM is a non-verbal memory ability, subserved by the right hemisphere, and that SD patients with predominantly left-sided pathology would be expected to do well while those with right-sided damage would not; therefore, the fact that the left-side atrophy predominant SD patients were the majority (10 left: 3 right) may have masked impairments in the right-sided cases. Comparison of the ten left-predominant SD (excluding JD) versus three right-predominant patients in our study yielded no significant difference in VRLT errors (unpaired t test, \(p = 0.69\)). Furthermore, examination of the scores revealed that while the left-sided SD patients ranged from 1–8 errors, the right-sided patients scored 2, 2, and 5 errors; in other words, all three were within the control range (< 6 errors). These findings are consistent with another study using the Four Mountains test that showed that right predominant SD \((n = 4)\) did not differ from left predominant SD \((n = 3)\) patients [43]. An alternative explanation for the preservation of TM in SD is the proposal of differences along the antero-posterior axis of the MTL: the posterior, rather than anterior hippocampus is thought to be important in allocentric nav-
tiation [72,73] and, whereas AD affects the MTL uniformly, SD has a gradient of atrophy with the anterior MTL being worse affected [74,75]. Nestor et al. [76] also found a gradient of hypometabolism in the long axis of the MTL in SD (worse rostrally), and a uniform gradient in AD, but atrophy was equivalent between AD and SD in all MTL subregions, and neither volume nor metabolic rate in the MTL could explain the poor episodic memory of AD versus SD patients [76]. This finding leads to the third possibility, that the behavioral differences between AD and SD relate to cumulative damage in a distributed network; most notably, in incipient AD, the posterior cingulate is significantly atrophic [25,26,77] and hypometabolic [22,23,78], whereas it is spared in SD [76]. The relationship of TM performance to structural and functional imaging with TM in neurodegenerative disease will be the topic of a future report.

The present results with regard to the Four Mountains test are consistent with a previous, smaller, study that used this test in isolation [43]: MCI and AD patients have impaired topographical short-term memory (4M-PM) compared to controls whereas FTD patients do not. Unlike Bird et al., however, we identified impairments in topographical perception (4M-PP) in AD and (less so) in MCI compared to controls. This probably reflects the significantly greater power in the present study (Bird et al. reported on n = 7 AD and n = 6 MCI). Group demographics may have also contributed to the discrepancy in the AD groups: ours was more advanced (lower MMSE), possibly suggesting more extensive visuoperceptual deficits. It is difficult to argue this explanation for the discrepancy in MCI groups, however, as they appeared comparably impaired in the two studies, arguing that the key difference was statistical power.

In summary, after exclusion of the two outliers, the VRLT showed perfect accuracy in identifying mild AD patients from controls and, when combined with either naming or global dementia severity, 100% accuracy in separating AD from SD, while at the same time remaining independent of age, gender, anxiety, depression, and education years, giving it great potential as a diagnostic biomarker for AD. As predicted, SD patients performed well, and the poorer performances from this group were only related to worsening attention/executive function providing objective support for the anecdotal observations that these patients do not lose their way. Given its ecological validity, the VRLT has potential for assessing TM in other dementia groups. The MCI group showed a mixed picture, with some subjects being as impaired as established AD patients, while others performed within normal limits – possibly pointing to the known pathological heterogeneity of MCI. Longitudinal follow-up of this MCI cohort may establish the predictive value of the VRLT and other TM tests in MCI.
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Appendix A: The VRLT route plans
Appendix B: Modified Way-finding Effectiveness Scale (Family Member)

A. When your family member changes location inside or outside the house, does your family member need physical assistance?

Yes ( ) No ( )

If yes, what kind of physical assistance does your family member need? (Check all that apply).

1. Cane ( )
2. Walker ( )
3. Wheelchair ( )
4. Other ________________________________

B. When your family member changes location inside or outside the house, does your family member need assistance to find a destination?

Yes ( ) No ( )

If yes, what kind of physical assistance does your family member need? (Check all that apply).

1. Verbal direction ( )
2. Written direction ( )
3. Maps ( )
4. Transportation ( )
5. Other ________________________________

To what extent do the following describe your family member?
Answer by thinking of your family member’s present behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>5 never/ unable</th>
<th>4 seldom</th>
<th>3 sometimes</th>
<th>2 usually</th>
<th>1 always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. He/she could locate any room in his/her current residence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. He/she can find his/her way around area of residence, if the route and destination were familiar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. He/she can find his/her way to near places, if the route and destination were familiar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. He/she can find his/her way to distant places, if the route and destination were familiar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. He/she can find his/her way to near but unfamiliar places.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. He/she can find his/her way to distant places, even if the route and destination were unfamiliar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. He/she relies on maps when heading for a familiar destination.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. He/she heads in the wrong direction for a familiar route.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. He/she heads in the wrong direction to an unfamiliar location.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. You would be worried that they would be lost if he/she were to go out alone.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. He/she has been lost and required help to find way.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. He/she has been escorted home by others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. He/she can detect when “off course” to a familiar location.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. He/she can compensate without requesting assistance once “off course” to a familiar location.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. He/she can compensate for a forced detour when traveling to a familiar location.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. He/she can detect when “off course” to an unfamiliar location.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. He/she can compensate without requesting assistance once “off course” to an unfamiliar location.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18. Can he/she give clear and accurate instructions of a route to another person? Check one (most appropriate) statement:

1 = Perfect instructions ( )
2 = Mostly correct information ( )
3 = Some correct information ( )
4 = Attempts but is very inaccurate ( )
5 = Not at all ( )

19. How far away from home do they ever venture alone? Check one (most appropriate) statement:

1 = Drives on motorways and/or to other towns ( )
2 = Drives a set route only (e.g. from house to shops) ( )
3 = Walks or cycles long distances from home ( )
4 = Walks to local area only (e.g. the local shops) ( )
5 = Never unescorted outside of home ( )

20. If you feel, that he/she *does* have some way-finding difficulties, when did you notice the first signs of such problems? Please write down the duration of time, in months or years (write 0 if none) of way-finding difficulties: ____________ months/years ago (delete as appropriate).
1. Introduction

The effect of potential confounding factors, such as mood, sex, age and educational achievement was examined.

While depression is associated with memory complaints, and is often the main alternative diagnosis with respect to isolated memory impairment, TM has been reported to be insensitive to depression [1], in contrast to conventional memory tests (e.g. word-list learning). Furthermore, patients with subjective memory complaints performed normally at the Four Mountains short-term TM test [2]. This suggests that clinical tests of TM may have a role in separating these groups.

There is debate in the literature with respect to the effect of sex in navigational ability. Some authors claim to find sex-specific differences [3,4] while others do not [5,6]. Others focus on the fact that men and women employ or favour different strategies with which to navigate [7], or even that other factors, such as previous experience (by men) of virtual environments [8] are driving such differences.

2. Methods

An independent samples t-test of male versus female controls was performed for each TM task to look for any sex-specific differences in performance.

To assess potential relationships of age, intelligence and mood with TM, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (or Spearman’s, if the data were not normally distributed) were performed in controls.

3. Results

3.1. Sex differences in TM performance

Women performed less well in the HOT ($p = 0.0009$) but there was no difference in the VRLT, 4M-PP or the 4M-PM task (Supplemental Fig. 3). Therefore, the HOT results were re-analysed in a two-way ANOVA [Sex (2) x Subject Group (4)]. There was a significant effect of group $[F(3,80) = 14.18, p < 0.0001]$ (which, as before, was driven only by AD impairment) and of Sex $[F(1,80) = 21.35, p < 0.0001]$, with men outperforming women, but not a group by sex interaction $[F(3,80) = 0.85, p = 0.47]$. 
3.2. The effect of age

Correlation analyses revealed a small but significant effect of age-related decline in performance of the 4M-PM task in controls (p < 0.05, Pearson R = −0.38). There was no relationship to age on the VRLT, HOT or 4M-PP task.

3.3. The effect of education

There was no correlation between any of the TM tests and years of education.

3.4. The effect of mood

The 4M-PM test correlated weakly with the GDS (p(1-tailed) = 0.03, = −0.34) but not the HADS-Depression or Anxiety scores. There was no relationship of anxiety or depression with the 4M-PP, VRLT or HOT.

4. Discussion

In this aged control cohort, TM performance was unrelated to education level, or anxiety. The 4M-PM correlated weakly with depressive symptoms (using the GDS but not HADS) and age; the VRLT, HOT and 4M-PP task did not. It is important to acknowledge, however, that the absence of correlation was with depressive symptoms in a dementia cohort; it does not necessarily follow that this would be the case where depression is severe and the primary diagnosis, as in the study by Gould et al. [9]. As this study aimed to examine TM performance in dementia, the controls’ age range (59–79) was matched to that of the patient groups. As such, although the VRLT, HOT and 4M-PP test performance was independent of age in this control group, it is quite possible that there is an age effect over a wider range, as has been demonstrated in TM tasks when young versus aged healthy volunteers were contrasted [5,10]. Importantly for the current study’s purpose, however, the tests remained stable in controls across the age range in which patients typically present with neurodegenerative dementias.

The was no sex difference in performance of the VRLT and Four Mountains tasks, but women were sig-
Supplemental Fig. 2. The Four Mountains Test. In the 4M-PP (control) condition, the target (top picture) was presented concurrently with four possible responses, whereas in the 4M-PM condition, the target was presented alone first and then hidden. The answer in this exemplar is the bottom right hand landscape.

significantly worse than men at the HOT. Female controls were as good as males at learning routes in a virtual town, contrary to suggestions that men have an inherent advantage in virtual environments [8]. In the same environment, however, women were significantly less accurate at pointing to the direction of a landmark. Routes taken were often long, with multiple turns, so path integration, or tallying the number of turns taken, was not an efficient strategy; a more allocentric representation [11], including translation between allocentric and egocentric space, was necessary to perform this task accurately. It has been suggested [7], that women favour different strategies than men, e.g. that men use both landmarks and vectors to navigate whereas women favour mainly landmarks [8]. Thus a plausible explanation could be that there is a different weighting to certain strategies between the sexes in navigation (VRLT) but either is adequate for task success. If, however,
one probes a specific determinant of task performance (in this case heading orientation), then sex differences emerge.
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